Qatar Airways named Dr Abdulbasit Ahmad: Moving ahead.

The success we are achieving is due to the hard work of everyone at the bank, from the board to the executive level and to the various committees and departments. GWC Consulting works to maximize its potential and efficiency and thereby ensuring our clients and the community at large remain the provider of choice.

Earnings per share also increased significantly. Qatar Airways’ earnings per share stood at QR0.42 at the end of the period, compared to QR0.23 at the end of the same period last year.

Chairman and Managing Director of Qatar Airways, His Excellency Sheikh Ahmed bin Hamad al-Thani”.

Qatar Airways Chairman Sheikh Ahmed Bin Hamad Al-Thani welcomed the selection of the Bank as the first recipient of the award, which is a clear recognition of the continued efforts of the Qatar Airways Group to be at the vanguard of international Islamic finance.

Nakilat reports 9% rise in Q1 net profit to QR236mn

Nakilat offers through its new consulting and management consultancy services, which are provided to companies in the industrial sector.

The achievement of positive results across its operations is also attributed to the company’s focus on improving its efficiency, enhancing operational excellence and competitive edge in the relevant markets. Nakilat has been deployed its strategic plans towards maintaining its leadership position in the market, achieving a 10-year increase in the number of vessels, expanding the current portfolio of clients and improving its environmental performance.

Nakilat has reported a 9% year-on-year increase in net profit in QR236mn in the first quarter of 2019, compared to QR214mn in the corresponding period of the previous year, aided by its acquisition of assets and strong performance in its ship repair and offshore support operations. Nakilat has set extends far beyond the boundaries of the local market and has strongly increased visibility in the global market.

GWC chairman Sheikh Abdullah: Provider of choice.

The signing of the 10-year naphtha sale agreement between Qatar Petroleum and Thailand’s SCG Chemicals.

QP announces 10-year naphtha sale pact with Thailand’s SCG Chemicals
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This US economy is set to show some sluggish growth this year, and policy makers are expecting even slower growth next. US economic growth in the first quarter was revised higher to 2.4% from 2.2% on a seasonally adjusted annualized rate.

The government revised up the growth rate for the first quarter to 2.4% from 2.2% on Friday, according to data released by the US Commerce Department. The economy expanded at a 2.4% pace in the first three months of the year, the report showed, compared with the 2.2% rate previously reported.
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The government's commitment to reining in its budget deficit seen earlier this year are finally paying off in the form of positive signs of cost cutting, with the government's view that the tax hike is appropriate and necessary.

The lag in the physical market remains a concern, with prices having seen wild trading in recent weeks. The government's view that the tax hike is appropriate and necessary.

The RBI is expected to increase its policy rate by 50 basis points to 4.40% at its meeting on Thursday, according to Mysteel.com. Clarksons Platou has since February backed a $90-$100 per tonne forecast for a rally to $100, a target also picked out by Citigroup.
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Pakistan is ready to make extra tax efforts in next fiscal year

Pakistan set to reform tax structure for sustainable economic development

The government of Pakistan is all set to reform its tax administration to establish a tax system that is fair and equitable, to meet revenue needs to meet sustainable economic development of the country.

The government intends to reform the tax system to make it fit for a future designed for sustainability, said a Finance Ministry official.

According to an official document, the tax reform aims to align the tax legislation with global best practices and improving tax collection to create certainty in the markets about tax policy and tax measures, thereby instilling greater understanding with different countries on tax issues.

The tax policy and tax administration framework will be designed, according to the document, which added that the data points of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has already been considered.

The government does not wish to increase the number of tax rates but wishes to ensure that the tax measures are considered consistent with the tax policy.

From the outset, the government will ensure that all taxpayers, whether individuals, companies, or small businesses, are treated equally and with fairness.

In his presentation to the IMF's Middle East and Central Asia Department of April, the minister said the prime minister had decided to make it possible to ensure a primary balance on budget that can be sustained during the next four years with the necessary resources or cutting back defence and development spending.

As per the International Monetary Fund's (IMF) target, the government in the next four years will focus on providing certainty about tax policy and tax measures, thereby instilling greater understanding with different countries on tax issues.
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Tesla takes short seller to court saying he menaced its properties

The electric car maker claims its security guard was harassed and drove a vehicle to his Fremont factory — while Hothi was taking photos and video to post to his Twitter. Tesla’s goal of $20,000. "The question is, is it likely cause ‘great or irreparable injury’ will occur, and the SEC should do all we can to help investors,” SEC’s Clay Clayton is among officials. Still, SEC chairman Jay Clayton is among officials who have expressed concerns about a possible inability to make any bill to become law for any bill to become law to make it through a divided Congress. And the US Securities and Exchange Commission may need more power from Congress. The SEC is not for leveraged loans and is usually assessed a one-time fee to cover its costs.
Financial market “pause makes Fed rate cut less likely

Headlines

Washington

Risk-taking has been the rage since the Federal Reserve cut interest rates in March, and investors are clamoring for more cues that the central bank will be doing the same to stop possible economic overrun or extra compensation for the worst-case scenario.

That reopening mood on Wall Street may not last, however, as there has been diminishing the rate cutavenport since mid-July, with the current level is the wrong call. But right or wrong, the rally on Wall Street seems to mean more than just that the US central bank will call its interest rates. Recent positive news on the retail and corporate sectors has sent demand of a sharply growing economy, making the case for a rate cut even more forceful, at least at a level of 0.25%. The Federal Reserve (Fed) cut its benchmark rate last month, and the current level is the lowest in years. Fund managers from London to Singapore are being asked to consider the risks of what many see as a “Fed-bull” and demand for stocks and bonds.

The amount of data for the US economy looks quite good, with most economic indicators at or above 6-year highs. But there are risks to all that, and the Fed’s policy decisions may be on the mind of many investors.

These risks seem to be global and natural, and it is a tale to tell further that both have the potential to hurt global equity and bond markets. A look at the Fed’s interest rates or a combination rate-risk index shows that the US central bank will hold rates steady, and likely to hold the yield curve steady.

But the yield curve is not the only thing that is changing. The bond market has also been giving signals that the US central bank will not be raising rates anytime soon.

People walk by the New York Stock Exchange (file). With the US benchmark S&P 500 near a record level and corporate bond yields hitting record lows, the stock question and bond focus in mind are adding to the debate of whether the US central bank will be raising rates anytime soon. A rally in benchmark sovereign bond index is up already around 1.5%, so rallies in benchmark interest rates a decade after the end of the Great Recession, said the BofA strategist, in a note.

Headlines

New York

Hedge funds aggressively short VIX shouldn’t ring alarm bells

Hedge funds aggressively short VIX shouldn’t ring alarm bells

According to State Street’s Global Investment and Research, hedge funds are not the only ones to be concerned about the risks. They have been shorting VIX, a contract that is inversely related to volatility, and are betting on the market to become more volatile.

The VIX is a measure of the implied volatility of the S&P 500, and it is often used as a barometer of market volatility. A high VIX indicates that investors are expecting high volatility and uncertainty in the market, while a low VIX indicates that investors are expecting low volatility and stability.

Hedge funds are taking advantage of the current low VIX levels by betting on a rise in volatility through the use of options and futures contracts. This strategy is known as “betting the VIX going up.”

These strategies are based on the idea that VIX levels are likely to rise in the future, and that the hedge funds can profit from this rise by selling VIX contracts at lower prices and buying them back at higher prices.

However, this approach can backfire if VIX levels remain low or even decline. In such a scenario, the hedge funds can lose money, as the VIX contracts they have sold will appreciate in value and the VIX level they have bought back will fall.

In addition, the VIX is not always a perfect indicator of market volatility. It is influenced by a number of factors, including the level of actual market volatility, the level of market sentiment, and the level of fear or uncertainty in the market.

Despite these challenges, hedge funds continue to take aggressive positions in the VIX market, betting that volatility will rise and that they will be able to profit from this rise. This sentiment is likely to continue, as many investors remain concerned about the potential for market volatility.
Qatar Airways was named ‘Best Route Network Developing Airline’ and ‘Best Contribution to O&D Development Foreign Airline’ at the Oman Airports Awards 2019.

On being appointed as the new general manager of Sharq Sheraton Grand Doha Resort & Convention Hotel, Al-Kadry said: “As a part of this nation’s rich historical heritage, the hotel has always been the meeting spot of the most successful businesspeople worldwide as well as having the opportunity to join the first-class hotels. The hotel will further strengthen its brand and reputation and become the highest standards of guest service.

Al-Kadry is not new to Doha and Qatar. He joined the hotel management as operations manager in 2000 at Doha Marriott Villagia and Spa, where he played a major role in re-modelling the property of the hotel to cater for both business and leisure tourists venturing to Qatar. Al-Kadry has also been the part of top luxury hotel and lifestyle destination since 2009.

Gulf institutions’ buying interests lift Qatar stocks

Qatar Chamber attends Lebanon conference on Women Empowerment

The carrier will launch “a strategic initiative in the coming months, to strengthen the airline’s presence in the global market,” said the executive, adding that both NOC’s support and GDI’s support played a prominent role in the airline’s growth, which has been continuously increasing.

Qatar Airways named ‘Best Route Network Developing Airline’ and ‘Best Contribution to O&D Development Foreign Airline’ at the Oman Airports Awards 2019.

Oman Airports Awards 2019

Sheraton Grand Doha Resort appoints new GM

The ‘Best Route Network Developing Airline’ award at Oman Airports Awards 2019 validated Qatar Airways as a key player in the international aviation market.

Qatar Airways has been flying to the Omani gateway since 2010, when it began direct services to Muscat. In 2015, the airline added to its services in Oman, with flights to Salalah.

The airline has continued to expand its services to the Sultanate, increasing the frequency of its flights to Muscat and Salalah, as well as introducing additional flights to and from Oman.

As a result of these developments, Qatar Airways has become one of the most popular airlines in Oman, with a significant share of the market.

The ‘Best Route Network Developing Airline’ award recognizes the airline’s efforts in expanding its route network, which has helped the airline to increase its passenger traffic and freight volumes. The award also highlights the airline’s commitment to providing high-quality services to its passengers, which has led to a significant increase in customer satisfaction.

Qatar Airways is committed to expanding its route network, both regionally and internationally, and the ‘Best Route Network Developing Airline’ award is a testament to the airline’s efforts in this regard.

Al-Kadry commended the Gulf institutions’ support in strengthening the airline’s brand and reputation, which has led to a significant increase in passenger traffic and freight volumes.

Al-Kadry lauded the event, saying that there are a number of Qatari women who have made a significant impact in their respective fields and have played an important role in empowering women in Qatar.

The conference highlighted the importance of women’s leadership and entrepreneurship, as well as the need for continued support and development initiatives in the field.

The conference was also attended by a number of representatives from the private sector, including representatives of the Qatar Chamber, the Qatar Business Women Association, and the Qatar Women’s Forum (QWF)."